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EX-COP GRID STAR KILLED
GALEN LAACK DIES IN AUTO
ACCIDENT DURING HOLIDAYS
One Of OOP's All-Time Greats
By DICK BASS

One of Pacific's all-time greats, Galen Laack, 27, was killed in
an automobile accident at 10:58 p.m. New Year's Eve in the vicinity
of Pieasanton when enroute to San Francisco for the New A ear's
Holiday.
Galen entered COP in 1954 as a freshman after serving four
years in the Air Force. In his freshman year, he starred as a
fullback. Then in his sophomore year, realizing that he really
could help the team, he moved to guard where he played there as
a starter for three years.
During that time he was chosen on the All-Coast selections
» for honorable mention.
In his senior year, Galen was selected to represent the West
team in the East-West Shrine football game.
While attending the College of the Pacific, Galen was the
Block P President in the year of 1956. He was also a member of
Omega Phi fraternity.
Galen was drafted by the Washington Redskins in 1956, but
chose to play in Canada with Canadian Roughriders where he played
offensive guard and defensive linebacker.
In 1958 he returned to the states to play with the Washington
Redskins. There Galen played on the first unit during the Exhibi
tion games. Later he was cut from the squad and was picked up
BOB ROTH
FRAN EMERY
by the Philadelphia Eagles where he played very weU during the
Naranjado Editor
Naranjado Bus. Mgr.
rest of the season.
Friends of Galen, here in Stockton, had a "wake" for him
Fran also mentioned that any for a group picture should con
one belonging to a campus club tact the Naranjado office as soon Jan. 2. Later his body was sent to Abotsford, Wis., his birthplace
and home town, for burial services.
which has not yet been scheduled as possible.

C.O.P. — STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Naranjado Stages
Search For Typical

COP College Students

"A search for Betty Co-ed and
joe College, typical college stu
dents here at COP, is being spon
sored by the Naranjado Staff,"
announced Fran Emery, Naran
jado editor. "The results of the
contest will be made known in
the Naranjado by a picture of
the winners," she said.
The contest will begin in March
with each living group nominat
ing a candidate for the honor,
Fran explained. Then all of the
men will vote for Betty Co-ed and
the women will vote for Joe Col
lege. The results will be kept
secret until the Naranjado will be
given out to stub holders during
the first week in June.
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PH00S GO D.U. TOMORROW
Who's Who List
Includes Seniors
From GOP Campus
Twenty-three outstanding COP
seniors have been named to the
1959 edition of WHO'S WHO
AMONG STUDENTS IN AMERI
CAN COLLEGES AND UNIVER
SITIES. Nominated by the PSA
Senate, they were confirmed by a
committee headed by Edward S.
Betz. "WHO'S WHO" is an annu
al publication that lists outstand
ing college students across the na
tion.
Only graduating seniors are
Bill Thompson, Hildegarde Sabrowsky, Natan Blake, Buck considered for this honor. Those
Townsend are shown above rehearsing for the opera, "The Bar students chosen are selected on
the bass of proficiency and out
tered Bride," which opens tonight.
standing capabilities in a particu
lar field, contributions to their col
lege, and general campus excelence. Selected were:

PACIFIC'S OPERA WORKSHOP
TO PRESENT SMETANA'S
"THE BARTERED BRIDE"
By RUTH MILLER and TONY BELTRAMO

The College of the Pacific Opera Workshop .under the expert
direction of Dr. Lucas Underwood, will present Smetanas,
Bartered Bride," a gay, rollicking opera that plays on the sho comings and foibles of human nature with a warm and lighthearted
touch. Bordering on Music Drama, and filled with romance, comand the swing of Bohemian-f
: music, the forthcoming pro- wealthy landowner. But Marie
tion promises to have wide loves Jenik, a youth who recently
eal for students on the COP came to the village. The shrewd
marriage broker, however, know
ipus.
ing
the wealthy landowner win
he plot of the "Bartered
pay him well, is forcing a match
ie" evolves around the joys favoring the simpleton Vashek.
woes of the life-loving coun- He therefore offers Jenik another
people of a small Czech village bride plus three hundred gold
he last century. Basically the pieces to give up his sweetheart
- is a simple one. Crafty Ke- Marie. Jenik accepts the gold (but
the local marriage broker, not the bride) on the condition
decided to arrange a betroth- that Marie be given to no other
'etween Marie, the daughter of than the landowner's son.
peasant Krushima, and Vash(Continued on page 2)
the simple minded son of a

MARY BETH BABB
NICHOLAS ANGUILO
RICHARD BATESON
MARGARET CAKE
CAROL CHAPPELL
EDWARD CHRISTENSON
ROBERT DENTON
FRANCES EMERY
AL FARNUM
GEORGE FASEL
JOHN FELIX
GAIL GARAVENTA
RODNEY GEIMAN
CLYDE LUNCH
CALVIN MAAS
NEAL O'DOAN
JEAN PEREIRA
NANCY ROBINSON
SANDRA ROBINSON
SUE SCRIVENER
GEORGE SILVA
STEPHEN STOCKING
MARIKI.LE TSUKAMOTO
JACK WILLOUGHBY
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A LOCAL FRATERNITY SINCE
'21. PHOOS GO NATIONAL
By MARTHA MET'/I.ER

After thirty-seven years as a local fraternity on the College
of the Pacific campus, tomorrow Oinega Phi Alpha will be formally
initiated into membership in Delta Upsilon, one of the six oldest
national college fraternities in the nation.
Ever since Omega Phi was or-*
ganized in 1921, its membership throughout the nation in which
has included leaders in scholar local chapter members are wel
ship, athletic, and social functions come.
on the local campus. In August
Formed for promotion of friend
1958, Omega Phi Alpha petitioned ship, development o f character,
for affiliation with Delta Upsilon. diffusion of liberal culture, and
The petition was unanimously the advancement of justice, Delta
approved by Delta Upsilon's sev Upsilon has attracted men of high
calibre. Among these has been
enty-six chapters.
Delta Upsilon came into exis Justice Stephen J. Field, Williams
t e n c e n e a r l y o n e h u n d r e d a n d '37, of the United States Supreme
twenty-five years ago as an or Court; President James A. Gar
ganization of men motivated by field, Williams *56; U.S. Senator
the higher ideals of college life. Clifford P. Case, Rutgers '25,
from New Jersey; U.S. Attorney
In entering the brotherhood of
General (1953-58) Herbert BrownDelta Upsilon, the local chapter
ell,
Jr., Nebraska '24; and Harry
will become the beneficiary of
Emerson Fosdick, Colgate 00.
all; which over fifty thousand
Over three hundred people, in
predecessors have labored since
cluding representatives f r o m
1834 to create. Because of their
chapters at the University of Calidevotion to the fraternity, there
(Continued on page 5)
are over seventy chapter houses
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THE BARTERED BRIDE
(Continued from page 1)

....Tom Cloud
..John Fisher
Alan Hill

Fine Arts Editor
Assistant —
Columnist

WHO'S WHO
IN MUSIC
By TOM CLOUD

"I want to see a copy of this
article before it gets into the pa
per!"
"No, you'll have to trust in my
judgment."
"Alright *this is cool!"
So it was, with these words, that
Buck Townsend and I started our
conversation about tonight's op
era "The Bartered Bride," and his
role in it.

E J S-: t
BUCK TOWNSEND

Sipping coke over, in the End
Zone, a few nights ago, we played
the traditional game of "hedging
around the bush." Buck was on
his guard, and when I asked him
if the show was running into any
difficulties, such as tempermental
outburst, etc., he came back with
the old stock answer: 'Everything
is going great. No major troubles
outside of a few minor ones . . .
Everyone is perfectly happy, and
excited over this production. -^Be
sides, you want me to say some
thing nasty about someone and I
won't! I'm acting as Student Di
rector and, as you probably know,
I can't afford to antagonize any
one." I assured him that he had
said enough! However, he did add
that with such a large cast on the
stage, it reminded him of Tennesse Wiliams' words about "a room
full of cats sitting on a rockingchair not knowing when their
tails are going to be stepped on."
So, take it from there!

ning of entertainment. From what
I've seen of rehearsals I agree.
"The Bartered Bride" is sure to be
a success and Buck Townsend is
sure to shine tonight as Vashek,
the village idiot. "I hope no one
gets the idea I'm being typedcasted," he mumbled somewhat
anxiously while telling me about
the opera's story. I assured him
no one would think this, because
Buck is the kind of person you
can't help but like and admire. He
has a friendly smile and a flare
for dramatics, which are all con
ducive to making him a colorful
individual. As one of his friends
remarked: "He acts—he sings—
he's a character—he's one of
those!""
Not too long ago, Buck was a
drama major and appeared in
some of Pacific's scoring success
es, among them, "Othello," and
"The Remarkable Incident On
Carson's Corner." He also did a
few "slip-shod" performances in
Ibsen's "Ghost," and Horton
Foote'S "The Midnight Callers."
His earlier attempts at acting can
hardly be called unique in the
manner we think of the word.
Nevertheless, being somewhat of
an optimist at heart, he hung
around the theatre, eventually
coming forth with one of the "fin
est performances" of his acting
career. This was in Rose's
play, "The Remarkable Incident
On Carson's Corner." Someone—
or maybe he himself—put the
"Bug" in his ear that he had a
mighty talented voice and should
turn to music for his "bread and
butter." So, with a tear or two of
regret, he left drama—and with
a smile of hope and enthusiasm
he plunged into the wonderful
world of music. Last year, he
starred in the Magic Flute—com
bining successfully his dramatic
experience with his talented voice.
This year—in tonight's opening
performance—Townsend will star
in a leading role, which from all
appearances is going to be noth
ing short of superb quality.
As we neared the end of our
enjoyable conversation, I asked
Buck who he was going with now.
He answered: "You haven't got
enough room in your column for
this!!" Well, it seems I've had
room for just about everything
else—but Buck begged off on ela
borating about his "torrid" love
life. He said, "Girls are wonder
ful! I love them all, which brings
to my mind a wonderful line in
the opera: 'When I'm not near the
girl I love, I love the girl I'm
near.'"

Townsend was actually, in all
sincerity, eager to tell me about
the opera—and, of course, I was
interested in listening. He told me
it was an opera directly geared
for public interest. He summed it
up as follows: light-hearted, color
ful sets, fast moving, comic ele
We parted and Townsend came
ment, some tinges of drama, love
out
with these choice words, "i
interest, good plot, smart melo
dies, exciting music. Add them to have no faith in you, Tom Cloud."
gether and you have a perfect eve —See you tonight, Buck . . .

RIDE WANTED
For child attending Herbert Hoover School in Stock
ton from 9:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M. from driver coming
from Modesto, Ripon or Escalon area. Will pay $2.00
a day.
Please call MARY VINCELET
Stockton HO 2-5927

(Continued from page 1)
Marie is heartbroken by her
lover's seeming betrayal a n d
agrees to marry Vashek. But this
one cloud on the sunny horizons
is soon dispelled, for as the plot
nears its climax the natures of
Jenek and Vashek are revealed in
their true light, and the gay pro
duction ends on a joyful note.
Featured as the leading char
acters in "The Bartered Bride"
are four persons fitted excep
tionally well to their respective
roles. Singing the part of Marie
is Hildegarde Sabrowsky, a senior
voice major who has held leading
roles at Pacific in such opera
productions as "Die Fledermaus"
and "Magic Flute." She has also
done a great deal of solo work in
many fields.
Hildy openly acknowledges that
she enjoys the role of Marie, for
as she has stated, "It gives me
the opportunity to portray a very
wide range of emotions." And
this is indeed so, for in the course
of this one opera Heroine Marie
is despairing and coquettish, an
xious and optimistic, grief-filled
and joyous, in such rapid suc
cession that her tears sometimes
seem almost a part of her laugh
ter.
Playing opposite Hildy, as
Marie's dauntless lover Jenik, is
Bill Thompson. Curiously enough
this tenor soloist began his pro
fessional career at ten, the same
tender age at which the composer
of "The Bartered Bride" entered
the music world. Thompson has a
special liking for light opera and
has sung in "South Pacific," and
"Mikado," as well as other mu
sical hits. At COP he has held
important parts in "Magic Flute,"
"Die Fledermaus," and the "Ab
duction of Sergellio." He gradu
ated from COP last year as a
voice major and is now doing
graduate work in the field of
music. Bill finds the part of Jenik
"Fun to sing" and enjoys'working
with the subtle changes in melody
which the composition presents.

STUDIO
THEATRE
NEWS

frilly skirts, is quite awed by
the possibilities.
Buck, who also renders valu
able service as student director,
can very likely make the simple
Vashek about the funniest char
acter ever to hit the COP campus.
Among players holding other
important roles are Larry LeFevre, appearing as Krushina this
evening and tomorrow, and as
Mischa, Jan. 20 and 22. Mischa is
played this week by Monte Glissmeyer, while Mike Holmer will
be cast as Krushina next week.
Sharing the roles of Ludmilla,
mother of Maria, are Dolores
Gibson and Sandra Botteron,
while Bernardine Giannini holds
the part of Hata, mother of Vash
ek.
Supporting players include Er
nie Vrenios as the principal come
dian and head of the troupe of
GAIL MANNING
. . Natural Beauty
strolling actors; Judy Pennebaker as Esmeralda in the first
and third performances; Henriette Tijsseling in the second and
fourth performances; a n d Paul
Switzler, as the Indian.
Choreography for the opera is
by Annely Uherek, assisted by
Donna Farber and Barbara Kilgore, members of Orchesis dance
sorority. Dancers in the group
include Rosemary Clampitt, Judy
Pennebaker, Jean Dougall, Bar
bara Kilgore, Ellie Niles, Caroline
Richardson, Rhoda Smith, Susan
Steinko and Carla Erickson.
Costumes, except those of the
dancers, who designed their own,
are by Goldstein's, San Francisco.
The scenery was designed and
KIRK SCHEUFELE
executed by Dr. Underwood him
. . . Natural Talent
self. This production is accom
panied by the COP Orchestra.
On the evenings of February
Deserving of special recogni 12, 13, and 14, the walls of Pa
tion is COP's professor of Music, cific's Studio Theater will echo
Dr. Underwood, who has given a the lines of Oscar Wilde's farci
tremendous amount of time to cal comedy, "The Importance of
the directing of student opera on Being Earnest." The play, direc
this campus for many years. In ted by senior student Don Os
the past it is he that has been born is what Wilde terms "a
primarily responsible for the stu trivial comedy for serious peo
dent presentation of such musical ple." Nevertheless, Wilde states
masterpieces as "El Trovatore, that the play has a philosophy,
The part of the clever, shrewd, Don Giovanni," and "Die Fleder which is, in his words: "That we
unscrupulous, but strangely like maus." Under his direction, "The should treat all the trivial things
able Marriage Broker is sung by Bartered Bride" comes to life as of life with sincere and studied
Nathen . Blake, a bass baritone a witty, colorful, melodious, and triviality."
who has done solo work under truly enjoyable performance.
With fears of giving away the
The fo u r performances Eire essence of the play, it can be said
Andrew White of Drake Univer
sity, and has studied one year scheduled for tonight and tomor that its problematic situation is
under Paolo Polaro in Salzburg, row evening, and next Tuesday created by a governess, who, "In
Austria. Last year, at COP, Na and Thursday, Jan. 20 and 22, in
movement of abstraction, for
then sang in the Opera Work the Auditorium. Curtain time for which I can never forgive my
shop's production of Mozart's all performances is 8 p.m. The self '. . .," switches her infant
"Magic Flute." He believes, how general admission price is $1.25, charge with the manuscript of
ever, that his present part in and $.75 for all students.
her novel, consequently losing
"The Bartered Bride" presents to
both. This, in its English setting,
him his greatest challenge. In
presents somewhat of a perplex
deed, he describes the piece as Don Osborne Directed i n g p r o b l e m . T h e t i m e o f t h e
"the most interesting and most Play To Open Feb. 72
play is 28 years later, when the
difficult part I have sung thus
matter is finally cleared up.
Kirk Scheufele, seen before in
far." To all appearances, Nathen
Gail Manning will play the part
is meeting this challenge well, "Twelve Angry Men," is again of Gwendolen Fairfax, a sophisti
and promises to be a very con appearing in a Studio Theatre pro cated young English socialite, who
duction. Kirk plays one of t h e is singularly attached to J o h n
vincing antagonist in his role.
Appearing as the comical Va leads, John Worthing, fiance of Worthing, a justice of the peace
shek is Buck Townsend, whose Gwendolen, in Oscar Wilde's com of a slightly lower social class,
part is in his own words "the edy, "The Importance of Being played by Kirk Scheufele. John
cherry on top of the musical ice Earnest." The play is directed by Worthing meanwhile is the guaJ_'
cream sundae," whatever that Don Osborn and will run Febru dian of Cecily Cardew, portrayed
may mean! Buck, a former ary 12, 13, and 14 at Pacific Stu by Kathy Morrison. Cecily is at
tracted to Algernon Monerief,
drama major now turned music dio Theater.
major (an unusual switch), says
Gail Manning, seen before in whose part is taken by Jim Gar
that he favors serious roles but children's and previous Studio ner. To complicate matters more,
enjoys the light ones, too. He has Theater productions, is also ap Algernon is the nephew of La y
done a variety of parts, ranging pearing in the forthcoming pre- Bracknell, played by Judy Hen
f r o m K i d C o n n e r , i n " T h e R e d sensation of "The Importance of derson, and Lady Bracknell is t e
mother of Gwendolen. Pat Cor
Mill," to the serious tenor lead Being Earnest."
nell lakes the part of Miss Prism,
in "Song of Norway." Buck likes
Gail plays one of the leads, the abstract-minded governes
the part he plays in "The Bar
tered Bride" and describes Vashek Gwendolyn Fairfax, a sophisti who is now the housekeeper o
as a slow, clumsy, lovable fellow, cated English girl of the upper Rev. Canon Chasuele, a celiban >
who has just broken away from class. The play evolves from the who is played by Chuck Smi •
b e h i n d h i s m o t h e r ' s s k i r t s , a n d accidental switching of a baby and Lane is taken by Roy Ryan, an
finding himself surrounded by a manuscript.
Merriman bv Dick Harrison.
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ALCOHOLIC CONSUMPTION TOPIC
OF W.C.T.U. ORATORY CONTEST

Students interested In the problem's of alcohol, it's manufacture
and consumption, are invited to enter an oratorical contest spon
sored by the Women's Christian Temperance Union. The purpose
of the contest according to the WCTU is to "Encourage the youth
of the nation to study the problem of the manufacture and con
sumption of alcoholic beverages

as related to health, home wel
fare, safety, crime, and national
economic security . .
To this end the WCTU will of
fer thirty dollars to be awarded
to the Pacific students who enter
the contest. Each entrant will
prepare an oration of 1,000 to
12,000 words. The speeches are
to be original and include not
more than 200 quoted words. All
those who enter will compete in a
preliminary contest to be held on
the campus during February. The
date and time will be set by Paul
Winters, debate coach, who is in
charge of the contest here at COP.
The first place winner here will

ter-collegiate" will be $100; and
the winner of that event will be
eligible for the national contest
at the WCTU Convention in Sep
tember. The national awards will
be $150 for first, $100 for second,
and $50 for third.
According to information on
the contest issued by the WCTU,
the orations "need not discuss
prohibition ..." but must con
form to the organization's princi
ple "that Prohibition is the best
method of 'control' and that Total
Abstinence, not Moderation, is the
only safe rule of habit and con
duct." The speeches w i l l b e

enter the inter-collegiate contest judged on the basis of subject
in March. First prize in the "in-1 matter, composition, delivery.

1959 Intercollegiate Ball
Scheduled As Top Event

Dr. Willis N. Potter, dean of
graduate studies, has announced
that a total of 33 students com
pleted work for the Master's de
gree in the summer sessions of
1958. It is expected that at least
12 others will finish their re
quirements at the end of the pres
ent (fall) semester.
In the coming spring semester,
the graduate enrollment should
be somewhat larger than that of
the present semester, because a
considerable number of students
who will graduate at the end of
this month are planning to con
tinue at Pacific as graduate stu
dents beginning in February.
Some of them will be working
toward teaching credentials and
at the same time starting their
programs for the Master's degree.
At the June 14 Commencement,
there is certain to be a record
number of candidates receiving
Masters' and doctoral degrees,
predicted Dean Potter. This will
include several at the American
Academy of Asian Studies, which
will complete its final semester as
an affiliate of the College of the
Pacific this spring.

By AL CASE
It's been a while since I've had
a typewriter at my finger-tips, so
you'll have to pardon the style.
But with finals on the way, and
term papers piling up we'll all
get our practice before too long.
One outfit which did not rest
during the vacation is the broad
casting group. The plans for our
semester break trip to Hollywood
are coming right along. As a
matter of fact the arrangements
have been made for what should
prove to be a very interesting ex
cursion.
The OK has been given for us
to tour several of the TV and ra
dio studios in the area. NBC and
CBS have consented, along with
a tour of Desi-Lu Productions,
Dot Records Incorporated, a n d
Capitol Records.
You might keep this in mind
when you register for next sem
ester, too. Old Case may sound
like he's recruitin', but things do
seem to be picking up. In spring
there will be the national radio
and tv convention, a radio work
shop here at Pacific, and the
AEP convention i n Columbus,
Ohio.

variety.

THE END ZONE

HOURS: Mon. — Thurs. 7:30 a.m. — 10.30 p.m.
Fri
7:30 a.m.— 5:00 p.m.
SUN.
2:30 p.m. — 10:00 p.m.

Students Needing Financial Aid
Profit From Student Loan Fund

The idea behind the National Defense Student Loan Fund,
which is set up by a grant from Congress, is to provide money to
colleges, which, in turn, will loan money to needy students. This is
primarily a college fund, however, provided in part by the Federal
Government
The fundamental purpose of""
this fund is to encourage students CRA ANNOUNCES
who could not otherwise go to
college, or students that would MEETING TIMES
otherwise have to drop out of
Clubs affiliated with CRA have
school, due to a lack of financial announced meetings scheduled for
support.
next week.
The secondary purpose of this
The Newman Club will meet on
fund is to particularly encourage Tuesday, January 20, for a regu
students in the fields of science, lar meeting, installation of offi
mathematics, foreign language, c e r s a n d s e m e s t e r p a r t y . T h e
and teaching. Capable students in gathering will be held upstairs in
these areas will receive priority, the Anderson Y.
though any needy students will
On Sunday, January 18, mem
certainly have their applications bers of the Central Collegiates
reviewed.
will meet at 6 p.m. for supper
The maximum amount one per and a discussion of the migrant
son may borrow is $1,000 a year situation.
Grace Wesley Fellowship has
for a period of five years. This
loan is only available to full-time scheduled a meeting for Sunday,
January 18 at 6 p.m. also. The
students.
The loan is repayable beginning •HI
one year after the person ceases
to be a full-time student. Students
who intend to go into a teaching
career receive a real break as
they receive a 10% reduction, in
the amount of the loan which
they must repay, every year up
to and including five years, if
they are teaching, which means
that up to 50% forgiveness is pos
sible.
RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN
The interest rate is 3% and is
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY!
not computed until the loan is
Weekly — Monthly — Quorterly
repayable. There is no interest
Standard, Portable and Electric
charged while the student is go
Models, All Makes
ing to school full-time or for the
EASY BUDGET TERMS
following year.
LOW RENTAL RATES
COP has applied for a sizeable
allotment, but no definite amount Open Thurs. Eves. Until 9:00 o'clock
has yet been acquired. However,
loan applications for the spring
semester may be procured from
the office of the Dean of Men.
Any student who is really in
BUSINESS MACHINES
need of financial aid should def 114 N. California
HO 5-5881
initely look into this opportunity ••••••••••••••••••••••••I

TYPEWRITERS

Adding Machines

pick a "Sophomore Doll" who will
represent that school at the April
event. The final selection of the
"Sophomore Queen" will be made
by a panel of bay area personali
The planners of this Year's ball ties.
The music and entertainment
can boast it to be the biggest and
greatest ball in the history of will be of the ultimate in their
the annual event. Never before field. The bands of Les Brown
has there been such complete par and Stan Kenton have been con
ticipation and cooperation by so sidered good prospects to be able
many participating schools. There to furnish the evening's dancing
w i l l b e 1 3 c o l l e g e s b a c k i n g t h i s music, and the nationally famed
event, and at the present time, Kingston Trio and the Four
the College of the Pacific is one Freshmen have been considered
on the entertainment level.
of these colleges.
Attendance at the dance will not
Other colleges and universities
include University of California, be limited to the student bodies
Stanford University, 9an Jose of the sponsoring schools, but will
State, Santa Clara, San Jose City be open to all college students in
College, Santa Rosa JC, College the area as far south as San Jose
°f San Mateo, Saint Mary's Col- and as far north as Stockton.
The purpose is to initiate an
iege, College of Marin, Menlo JC,
and Oakland City College.
annual tradition of intercollegiate tween the colleges and universi
ties in these localities.
The Sophomore class of each of activities with the intention of
The bids will go on sale at $3
promoting
closer
relations
bethe aforementioned schools will
per bid, and the opening date of
sale as well as many other pieces
of information will be determined
Special Notice To All Students!
at the fourth sophomore leader
ship meeting to be held at the
THOR is happy to announce that beginning next semester there will be
University of California on Febru
plenty of room for all during the Lunch Hour (Stagg Hi is moving to its new
ary 8.
campus.) So come in and try our Delicious Lunches. We have a wonderfu
The 1959 Intercollegiate Ball,
an annual affair, will be held on
Friday evening, April 17, at the
Bay Meadows Country Club in
San Mateo.

Page Three

Basketball Tonight
COP vs. San Jose
Home

CASH FOR YOUR BOOKS
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
JANUARY 28lh and 29th

— ON THE CAMPUS FOR YOU —

CAN YOU U S E
$20 EXTRA A WEEK?
FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN PUT
5 HRS. OF YOUR SPARE TIME
TO WORK MAKING MONEY FOR YOU!
Write for Full Information to;
CAMPUS JOBS — 426 Kentucky Ave., Berkeley 7, Calif.
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Connie-Bruce

SOCIAL

WHIRL

Elaine-Jack
A poem read by Mrs. Koerber
and an array of roses adorned
with special ribbons revealed the
engagement of Elaine Garbolino
of Alpha Theta Tau to Jack Willoughby last Thursday night.

Shirley—Bill
A gaily decorated candle, de
signed with red roses and white
chrysanthemums surrounding a
football goalpost, served to an
nounce a Delta Upsilon pinning
at Epsilon on January 8. Sandy
Robinson recited a poem she
wrote to announce the pinning of
Shirley Crandall to Bill Fowler.
Shirley is a sophomore from
Napa. She is majoring in elemen
tary education.
Bill served as president of his
class when he was a freshman.
He has been a member of the
COP varsity football team for the
past two years. A junior, major
ing in business administration,
Bill hails from San Jose.

Elaine, a junior from Roseville,
is majoring in music and drama,
and is a member of Mu Phi Alpha
and Theta Alpha Phi.
Jack, PSA president, is a se
nior majoring in international re
lations, and is member of the de
bate team and Blue Key. He calls
Dharhan, Saudi Arabia, his home.

Erlene-Frank
A telegram, delivered to Mrs.
Koerber, Alpha Theta Tau's
housemother, revealed the engage
ment of Erlene Peirano to Frank
Raspo Thursday, January 8th.
Erlene, a member of Alpha
Thete, is majoring in elementary
education. She is a junior and is
affiliated with Newman Club.
Frank graduated from the Uni
versity of California at Davis in
1957. Here, he was a member of
Sigma Nu. Presently, Frank is
farming in the Tracy area, but
he plans to join the Army at the
end of the month.

NEWS FROM THE GREEKS
ALPHA THETA TAU
Last Saturday night, January
10th, Alpha Thete hosted a din
ner at the Pump Room, preced
ing the semi-annual Pan-Hellenic
Formal. The dance, featuring
Buddy Makapagal's band, w a s
held at the Waterloo Skeet-Bocci
Club from nine until one o'clock.
Nominations of Spring officers
were held January 15th, and vot
ing will be on Monday. Installa
tion of the newly elected officers
will follow formal initiation of
Alpha Thete's eleven pledges on
January 22nd

January 22nd, their election will
take place.
January 15th, TK's sixteen
pledges were formally initiated.
Tau Kappa held a dinner for
its membership at The Ranch
preceding the Pan-Hellenic dance.
This was a big success and put
everyone in gay spirits for the
exciting evening.
Tau Kappa's planning for its
Band Frolic skit has already
commenced. Band Frolic will
take place next semester and is
one of the biggest events on the
College of Pacific campus.

EPSILON LAMBDA SIGMA
Omega Phi hosted a dinner ex
change with Epsilon on January
8th. Pledges provided entertain, ment, and dancing concluded the
evening.

ZETA PHI
Zeta Phi held their pledge
dance on January 10th to cele
brate the conclusion of hell week.
The theme of the dance was
"Candle Light Cotillion," and it
was held at Micke's Grove from
9 until 12 o'clock. Art Neilson's
band was featured.
Installation of Zeta Phi's offi
cers for the Spring semester of
'59 will follow initiation of their
eight pledges on Sunday. The
new officers are the following:
Cathy Wilson, president; Mary
Grothe, 1st vice president; Gail
Terwilliger, 2nd vice president;
Nilsine Neisson, secretary; Zoe
Hemphill, treasurer; Marilyn Aus
tin, assistant treasurer; Esther
Shikuma, historian, a n d P a t
Cornell, chaplain.

Newly elected officers of Epsi
lon are Barbara Clark, president;
Donna Hudson, vice president;
Sandy W'urster, recording secre
tary; Patty Macpherson, corre
sponding secretary; Sheila
Thompson, treasurer; Linda Cun
ningham, historian, and Myrna
McWilliam and Susie Harper,
sergeants at arms. They were in
stalled Thursday, January 15th,
following formal initiation o f
pledges at the Morris Chapel. Af
terward, a dinner was held in
honor of Epsilon's eight new
members at the sorority house.
Wednesday, January 14th, Ome
COP C O E D W E D
ga Phi's motion pictures, "A
Cowboy Came Walking" and "Dr. I N H O L I D A Y R I T E S
Freud's Monster," were shown to
Sunday, December 21 was the
Epsilon. The first film is Roger
Moreau's summer production, and date of Winnie Knutson's mar
the latter stars Hank Wegener, riage to Don Wilson of Yuba City.
The pre-Christmas wedding took
A1 Johnson, and Bob Doyle.
place in the Trinity Lutheran
TAU KAPPA KAPPA
Church of Indio, California.
Nominations of Tau Kappa's
Winnie will graduate from
officers was held Thursday. On COP this month. Afterwards, she

Fran-Dick
Red and white carnations with
pihk roses adorned the candle cir
culated by Fran Easterbrook at
Epsilon on January 8, to announce
her pinning to Dick Burkes. A
poem, written by Fran's father
and read by Mrs. Lillian Conner,
ifpsilon's housemother, revealed
the happy news.
Fran is a junior from Los
Gatos, majoring in physical edu
cation. She has served as secre
tary of her sophomore class, and
last spring she was a Mardi Gras
Princess. Fran is currently the
reigning "Omega Phi Girl" and is
the WRA Sports Manager.
Dick, a member of Delta Upsi
lon, is a junior from San Jose. He
has served a s PSA Elections
chairman, a member of the Stu
dent Affairs Commission, and is
presently Vice-Chairman of the
Social Control Board. This var
sity baseball player is a business
administration major.

TOBE-GOBURN AGAIN
SPONSORS CONTEST
Tobe-Coburn School for Fashion
Careers in New York City an
nounced on campus today that up
to four Fashion Fellowships will
be awarded this year in their
twenty-first annual nation-wide
contest among senior college wo
men. Each fellowship covers the
full tuition of $1,350 for the One
Year Course for the year 19591960. All senior women graduat
ing before August 31, 1959, are
eligible to apply.
The One Year Course at TobeCobum emphasizes actual contact
with the fashion industry through
lectures b y important fashion
personalities; visits to manufac
turers, department stores, buying
offices, fashion shows and mu
seums; and ten full weeks of
working experience with pay in
New York stores and other fash
ion organizations.
Senior women may secure
Fashion Fellowship registration
blanks from the dean's office, the
vocational office, or from the
Fashion Fellowship Secretary,
Tobe-Coburn School for Fashion
Careers, 851 Madison Avenue,
New York 21, N.Y.

This past Christmas vacation
brought romantic news as the
engagement of Connie Lou Fow
ler and Bruce Reeves was an
nounced. A second announcement
was made on campus at their re
spective residences as school re
sumed after vacation.
Connie, a resident of the new
Women's Residence Hall, is a
junior and is an education major.
Hailing from Salinas, she attended
Hartnell College for one year be
fore coming to COP.
Bruce, a senior from Vallejo,
California, is an economics major
and is a member and is active
secretary for Rho Lambda Phi
Fraternity.
The couple plan to marry next
June, after which Connie will
complete her senior year.

flDALINE'S WISDOM
for SOPHISTICATES
Dear Addy,
What's all this jazz about the
Pell Mell dance? I saw girls all
dressed up in formals last Satur
day night flushed with excite
ment (or maybe it was the sun
lamp!) leaving for some big
dance. How come I didn't get an
invitation?
Naive Nellie
Dear Naive,
It wasn't Pell Mell, you big
idiot; it was the semi-annual PanHell Formal which is presented
by the three sororities in Pan
Hellenic to honor their pledges.
The theme of this semester's
dance held at the Waterloo Gun
and Bocci Club was Oriental Fan
tasy. The highlight of the even
ing was the presentation of the
thirty-five pledges to the mem
bers of the three sororitieS a n d
their escorts.
Dear Addy,
I was in Carmel over Christmas
vacation and saw severed Pacific
students drifting around (some
even had seaweed in their hair!)
What was going on that drew so
many students to that area, aside
from the usual attractions of the
Monterey Peninsula?
Carmel Susie
Dear C. S.,
The annual "Y" conference at
the Asilomar Conference Grounds
was held this year from December
27 to January 1. Students from
universities and colleges all over
California, Nevada, and Hawaii
joined at this beautiful location
to discuss the topic "Can We Be
One." Activities included many
inspirational discussions and lec
tures and extra-curricular activi
ties such as volleyball games, un
expected dips in the surf, and
many planned recreational activi
ties. All twenty-nine of the
Pacific students thoroughly en
joyed the rewarding experience.
Everyone was particularly proud
of the fact that Pacific delegate
Ann Windweh was elected as a
co-chairman for next year's con
ference. It's not too soon to start
thinking about attending next
Christmas vacation.

will teach elementary school in
Patterson, California.
Don is employed by the De
p a r t m e n t o f H i g h w a y s i n t h e AD-LIBS:
Live, live, live! . . . And then
chemical engineering department.
what? . . . Who in the heck are
the "Red Coats?" . . . LeRoy
Wright is leading the nation in
rebounds is the word that's out.
Turn off that TV and put away

Opera Tonight

CONNIE & BRUCE

those cards, kids — finals are
coming! . . . Addy just wants to
wish you a Happy New Year . . .
This week-end is a big week-end
for Omega Phi. This is it — the
real thing. At long last they will
finally be members of Delta Up
silon. And with this big move
they will be acquiring such dis
tinguished brothers as General
Mark Clark, Edgar Bergen, and
Mortimer Snerd . . . Warning:
get a good rest over semester
break. Are you aware of the fact
that Pacific's greatest show, Band
Frolic, is coming up shortly after
we return from vacation? Band
Frolic is fun! . . . For this week's
Man of the Week we are requir
ing a little bit of research. There's
method to our madness. We want
you to exercise your brains in
the way of practice for final
week. We'll give you one hint so
you won't be completely in the
dark. (That's a hint in itself!)
You can find out from any of
the boys in Omega Phi. The ques
tion is: what happened to A1
Johnson, Man of the Week?! . . •
Well, kids, best of luck on finals;
you'll probably need it!

THANKS
For Your Patronage
This Past Year!

•
Remember, we'll still be
around next semester to
fill your Cleaning Needs
so GOOD LUCK
ON FINALS!

( m
CLEANERS
DRIVE-IN _

1603 Pacific Ave.
HO 3-4952

Phoos National

by george...
(Fasel, that is)

(Continued from Page 1)

fomia, Stanford University, and
San Jose State, will be in Stock
THIS, FOR YOU, AS A READ- toll of our typing fingers.
ton to climax thirty-seven suc
By WALT CHRISTOPHERSEN
gft, is probably to be counted as
cessful years, as Omega Phi Al
Since
I
don't
imagine
I'll
have
Another
Day,
Another D; or There Goes Another Semester.
of
your
better
days.
For,
it
one
pha welcomes the beginning of a
Knowledge is Power, but Ignorance is a Good Excuse.
just so happens that today by to wade through the tears caused new era as Delta Upsilon.
While cross country-ing it during this past vacation we formed
george is whipping out its pitch b y t h i s s o m e w h a t l e s s t h a n
Distinguished members of Del many opinions and learned many things about this sensation of a
pipe, squirming to get on key, startling announcement, I'll take
ta Upsilon on hand to welcome nation . . . the rain in Spain falls mainly in the plain, but in Penn
the time to say this:
and singing its swan song.
the new chapter will be Bert An- sylvania it falls mainly on the turnpike . . . the Nebraska Highway
The last three v_
THANKS, THANKS EVER SO t e l , G e n e r a l J . A r t h u r C l a r k , Patrol is very efficient . . . it's a good thing they grow corn in
and a half years f r<
MUCH for everything. If, over Arad Riggs, president of Delta Iowa, they have nothing else to be proud of . . . most of those
0 f n o n s e n s e >•.
the past seven semesters I've Upsilon, and O. J. Hill, Jr., na towns you see on the map of Wyoming are nothing more than gas
pave been, for
squeezed a laugh out of you oc tional secretary of DU. There is stations specializing in buffalo horns and cut-rate Indian mocca
me, a, whole lot (
casionally, then I count myself also a possibility that Edgar Ber sins . . . they couldn't have picked a better place to test atom bombs
0f fun, but, then,
fortunate and proud. If I've of gen, internationally-known tele than Nevada . . . Burma Shave
eVeryone passes j
fended anyone, well, it's all in vision, radio, and screen enter
"The Chipmunk Song," a record purchased by more than three
on sooner or la- mi'
the game, team. Bye bye; buy tainer, will be present for the million sick people, was not sung by chipmunks. Three hamsters
r,
and
rigor
mortis
is
taking
its
te
bonds. — George Fasel
local festivities.
were responsible.
THIS I BELIEVE: TV's overabundant cowboys may soon be
Tomorrow morning, the initia
tion ritual will be followed by an riding Into the sunset unnoticed, thanks to a fresh supply of private
installation banquet at the Am eye and detective films. People are staying home Friday nights
bassador Hotel in downtown to watch a fast-moving show called "M Squad," starring Lee (bring
Stockton. A reception and tea 'em back in any condition) Marvin. The silver tube glows the
We've a little Korean orphan in
will be held in the fraternity brightest on Monday night when non-TViewers flock to their sets
our midst, figuratively speaking.
house from 4 p.m. until 6 p.m. in to gaze at "Peter Gunn," the fairest of them all.
A modern jazz sound track charted by Johnny Mandel gives
Though miles away in Seoul,
honor of the new chapter, as an
Korea, he is still a part of every
Dr. Robert Burns, his wife Mrs. nounced by president Bob Nich- that added touch that means so much to United Artists movie en
Pacific student.
Grace Burns, and a party of 19 olls. The chairman of all arrange titled: "I Want To Live." Cinesational Susan Hayward portrays
other
distinguished people will ments is Drew Juvinal, assisted Barbara Graham, a convict with a slim chance of escaping the gas
Kim, the youngest member of
depart
on January 14 on a flight by Ken Niles, Merv Sears, Jim chamber, with dynamic and sensitive realism. Pardon the grim
oflr Pacific family has been
from
San
Francisco that will de Spangler, Ron Weibust, Attorney pun, but it's a gas.
with us two years now. He is
By the way, since this is the end of another pinnacle of our
pict
the
first
lap of their fascin Jack Firth, local DU alumni presi
sponsored by the AWS and sup
existence, Soc wanted me to tell you that it's been a pleasure we
ating
journey
around
the
world
dent
and
DU
representative;
and
ported by student contributions.
treasure beyond measure to share our philosophy for beginners
Abandoned by his parents he was which will take them through E d M o s h e r , d i s t r i c t d e p u t y f o r
with you these past months. We'll be back next semester if the
Europe,
the
East,
the
Orient,
and
DU.
found and brought to Seoul wel
new editor is a friend of ours. Politics, you know.
the
South
Seas.
The special honored guest for
fare authorities. At the present
Included in the party accom the afternoon's festivities will be
he is being cared for in the Sung
panying Dr. and Mrs. Burns will Mrs. Edith Moore, housemother
CANTERBURY CLUB
Sim Dong Won Home.
be Mr. Ted Baun, president of of the local chapter. Accompany
MEETS SUNDAY
the Board of Trustees of the Col ing Mrs. Moore in the receiving
lege of the Pacific, and his wife line will be Nicholls; Arad Riggs,
Burke Coveny and Herb Low
Mts. Alice Baun. Mr. Benjamin national DU president; COP's
will entertain members of t h e
C. Wallace, also on the Board, will Academic vice president, Samuel
Episcopalian youth at Canterbury
Hell Week for sorority pledges Club on Sunday when they tell
be present on this illustrious trip. Meyer; and Miss Ellen Deering,
The party's first foreign stop COP Registrar.
was officially climaxed Saturday about their trip to the Oberlin
over will b e London, England,
evening with the semi-annual Pern Conference last summer, accord
The following COP coeds have
and then on to Berlin, Germany.
Hellenic formal. Held at the ing to Sandra Donald, vice-presi
Going east, the party will visit been invited to serve as hostesses Waterloo Skeet-Bocci Club, the dent.
Istanbul, Cairo, Egypt, Jerusalem, at the fraternity reception: Fran Pan-Hell's theme was Oriental
Rides will be provided for the
Tel Aviv, Beirut, Damascus, and Easterbrook, reigning "Omega Ecstasy with music by Buddy 5:30 dinner meeting for all who
Phi
Girl;"
Sandy
Robinson,
Bev
Delhi.
Makapagal. The thirty-four meet at the Anderson Y. They
The party will arrive in Bang Riddle, Martha Metzler, Nancy pledges of Alpha Theta Tau, Ep- will be taken to the regular meet
Robinson,
Sue
Scrivener,
Sharon
kok on February 20 where they
silon Lambda Sigma, and Tau ing place at 465 North Central,
will sight see the area, and then Robinson, Barbara Nearon, Betty Kappa Kappa along with their Stockton.
will continue directly to Manila. B l a k e l y , B a r b a r a P o l l i t t , C a r o l escorts were introduced on stage
A Communion service for all
Hong Kong is the next stop, Blackham, Rosemarie Clampitt, at the presentation ceremony.
Episcopalians on campus will be
and after a full day of touring, Zoe Hemphill, Jean Avery, Judy
Hell Week is traditionally the celebrated Wednesday, January
Dr. Burns and party travel to Lemos, Ruth Miller, Ellie Niles,
21 at 5:30 p.m. in the Chapel. The
Taipei and then on to Tokyo. Marti Browning, Charlene Robin fifth and final week of sorority Sunday meeting of January 25
son,
and
Marlene
Rowett.
pledging.
During
this
week
pled
Here the party will embark on a
will be just a dinner with no pro
The heritage of Delta Upsilon ges are required to spend extra
full day excursion by rail to the
gram because of Final's Week,
time
at
their
houses
performing
surrounding area. Using Tokyo is a challenge to every future
said Sandra.
Our little orphan enjoys im
as their headquarters, the party member of the fraternity: "Once various duties and attending
densely the letters he receives
study
tables
in
the
evening,
along
will branch out to a number of a Delta U, always a Delta U."
from all his "Pacific brothers and
with providing entertainment for Marine Officer Selection
areas such as Seoul, Numazu,
sisters." And the more letters the
house functions. It is usually
Team To Visit Campus
Kyoto, and Miyanoshita.
DELTA UPSILON
Appier he is. His address is:
very obvious to the rest of the
Upon leaving Tokyo, the party
FESTIVITIES
Multiple opportunities for of
campus when Hell Week is going
Kim Yung Sik
will fly to Honolulu where they
ficer
commissions in the United
on,
since
each
member
of
a
January
17
Adoption No. SS020
will stay at the Hawaiian Village
States Marine Corps will be out
pledge
class
is
required
to
wear
a
Rite
No.
1
9:30
a.m.
c-o Christian Children's Fund and spend their time here in lei
uniform outfit and carry a decor lined here for interested students
Morris Chapel
International Post Office
sure.
ated paddle and goody box. Other on January 16, from 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
stag
...
by
invitation
Box 1278
At 6:30 p.m. on Friday, March
traditions include standing when at the End Zone.
Rite No. 2 11:00 a.m.
Seoul, Korea
20, the group will take the last
a member of your sorority enters
Morris Chapel
leg
of
their
journey
back
to
San
It costs $120 a year to care for
a class and always addressing a Whatever you may be sure of, he sure
stag ... by invitation
of this: that you are dreadfully like
^frn, and the sum may be paid Francisco where they will arrive
member with the prefix Miss.
Installation Banquet
other people.—James Russell Lowell.
'n a lump sum, quarterly, semi- the next morning.
12:45 p.m.
a
The,
group
will
fly
vi
^ually, or at a rate of $10 a
Ambassador Hotel
American Airlines, and will en
tonth.
stag ... by invitation
joy the tour for a full 66 days.
In order to keep Kim for anReception and Tea
°ther year, it is the responsibility
Fraternity house
4 p.m.-6 p.m.
the students at Pacific to raise COP Pianist Wins First
If you are graduating in January or leaving school
Campus is invited
; e funds. If every woman stu- In Fresno Competition
ent will contribute fifteen cents,
at the end of this semester and want your Year
Neal O'Doan, senior music stu
m Would be back with us again.
dent at COP, recently won first
book, you must:
AWs will begin the drive soon. place in competition sponsored by
0 let's not let Kim down; re1. Pay an Additional $4.23 (Payable to Naranjado)
the Fresno Philharmonic.
Gerry Weaver, PSA Com
ember he's counting on you.
The pianist, a student of Pro
2. Pay It Before Feb. 28.
fessor Shadbolt here and a native munications Commissioner,
3. If You Want It Mailed —
of Sparks, Nevada, competed announces:
If you can read this,
you're NOT 4-F
ELECTIONS for Pacific
against 52 California college stu
you add 50c for postage fees.
dents of voice, string, and piano Weeklv EDITOR and BUSI
NESS MANAGER will be held
to win this honor.
STUDENT RATE
If you have any further questions contact
O'Doan will receive his award on WEDNESDAY, JANUARY
TUES. thru FR1.
21,
at
6:45
P.M.
50c UP TO 8 LBS.
appearing with the two other
Bob Roth at HO 4-9524 or HO 2-6796.
Weaver urges ALL mem
Wash and Dried
winners in a single concert with
BERRY LAUNDROMAT
bers
of
the
Weekly
staff
to
be
the Fresno Philharmonic in t h e
_
222 LINCOLN CENTER
present.
near future.

AWS ORPHAN DRIVE DR. BURNS
WILL BEGIN SOON

ON TOUR
OF WORLD

Sorority Hell Week
GSiitiaxed With
Pan Hell Formal

MUNMM INFORMATION

Weekly Elections Wed.
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TIGERS FACE SAN JOSE TONIGHT
-4-r
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SAL CORTES
EDITOR .
Columnists
Jerry Weaver, and Dick Bass
Reporters: George Niesen, Dennis Campbell, Ola Lee Muchison, Larry Pitman.
Howard Trek ell, Maurice Jones, and Ed Schwartz.

SPORT DESK CHATTER

By SAL
"LET'S SUPPORT OUR TIGER
BASKETBALL TEAM"
Tonight the Stockton Civic
Auditorium will be the scene of
the Tigers basketball clash with
their arch-rivals and league op
ponents, the San Jose State Spar
tans.

Tipoff Is 8 p.m.
At Civic Aud.

.w

San Jose State College should
provide a close and tough basket
ball game for the COP Tigers
when the Spartans invade Stock
ton tonight at the Stockton Civic
Auditorium. Tipoff is slated at
8 p.m.
Pacific, somehow surviving a
murderous pre-season schedule
during which they played such
teams at Seattle, Illinois, Purdue,
and Cincinnati Universities, and
Marshall and Canisius Colleges,
pulled together enough to run off
a string of four straight victories
before embarking on an equally
tougri league season.

.eroif Wright, C

CORTES
than a 15 point game shooting
average.
Along with Wright and Klur
man, the Tigers have other po
tential basketball stars in Gary
Kaufman, Larkin Bryant, a n d
Maurice Jones. All at one time or
another have hit in the double
column.
WIN FOUR GAMES
ONE-FOURTH FULL
These fellows along with the
The last two games on the
If the previous Tiger home other members of the Tiger Eastern road trip, with Iona and
games are any indication of the squad practice hard every day of St. Peter's, were won, along with
support that the Bengal-Tigers the week and they deserve bet two more home games, against
Quintet will get tonite, the audi ter support than we have been Arizona and Chico State. This
torium will be less than a fourth giving them. Any member of the gave the Bengals a respectable 5-T
full. And I'll bet that the major squad will tell you that they can pre-league record. Their other SsStssliM
ity of people and students in at play 50% better when they can win was at the expense of the
Big 6' 8" Wright, who leads the
tendance will have driven from see a large flock of students Cal Aggies earlier in the season. nation in rebounding with a 24
San Jose to give their support to yelling and screaming in their
Last weekend saw the Tigers rebound average per game, will
the Spartans.
support.
enter league competition and start at Center for the Tigers
Yes, it's pathetic that COP's YELL-LEADERS NEED
emerge with a 1-1 league record against San Jose tonight.
basketball team is not getting the SUPPORT
after dropping a close 72-64 deci
student support it deserves, espe
A pat on the back should go to sion to surprisingly powerful Stanford on Jan. 24, the Tigers
cially after having a better than Denny Levitt and his yell leaders Pepperdine, but bouncing back will be hosted by the Spartans
average quintet, and, in my opin who have gone to all the home the next night to down a weaker for a return bout on Friday night,
ion, two of the West Coast's out games and have honestly tried to Loyola squad, 70-57.
Jan. 30. Thus the Bengals may
standing basketball performers in lead the students in some yells,
have a chance for two m o r e
Guard Dave Klurman, and Center despite the amount of students FACE STANFORD
league wins before they host Pep
The Tigers will be looking to
LeRoy Wright.
attending. But, the yell leaders
perdine again on Feb. 4.
Klurman in the first dozen have not been discouraged in improve upon their league rec
San Jose and Loyola are sup
games is averaging better than spite of the quietness of the re ord with a win over San Jose
posedly
slated to be the doormats
State.
The
Spartans
dropped
their
20 points per game, while Wright sponse to their yells due, of
is COP's answer to USF's former course, to the flock of empty seats 6nly start to USF in a close of the West Coast Athletic Con
great star Bill Russell. He is av and the scattering of the few stu game. After an engagement at ference this year, as both schools
are fielding relatively weak teams
eraging better than 20 rebounds dents in attendance.
in an extremely powerful league
WEST COAST ATHLETIC
per game apd also has better
So as I've made plain in dark
this year.
CONFERENCE STANDINGS
bold type at the top, support your
As of Monday, January 12
team and attend the game tonite.
The only first stringer return
W
L
RELAXING MUSIC
ing for the Spartans this year is
St. Mary's
_..J2
0
TO STUDY BY
forward Ned Fitzgerald, one of
LEAGUE STANDINGS
Santa Clara
1
0
National
W
L
on
the best defensive men on t h e
COP
_...l
1 squad, and an excellent shot.
Archania
_...2
0
Pepperdine
J.
1 Fitzgerald will be called upon to
Rhizomia
2
1
USF
1
1 lead a relatively inexperienced
Omega Phi
1
1
San Jose
_.0
1 squad. Other probable starters
Ball and Chain
J.
2
DURING "DEAD" WEEK
Loyola
0
2
West Hall
0
2
will be Arney Lundquist, 6' 7"
8-11 PM.
Games Tonight
center, who played reserve ball
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY
After all, our worst misfortunes never
SAN JOSE at COP
last season and will be called
happen, and most miseries lie in antici
SANTA CLARA at ST. MARY'S upon to handle the rebounding
pation.—Balzac.
chore for the Spartans this year;
either Bob Chapman or Jim Whelihan at the other forward spot
(both are junior college trans-

%
x
m

KCVN

ON THIS

k

Little 5' 10" Dave Klurman
who leads the Pacific Coast ii
scoring average with a 23.5 aver
age per game will start at guart
against the Spartans.

fers); and two other transfei
students, A1 Simon and Joe Me
Grath, holding down the guar(
spots. These probable starter:
will be supported by a fairly gooc
bench.
SPLIT SERIES
Last year's contests with Sai
Jose produced a win and a los:
for the Tigers. The Bengals woi
the first encounter, 78-60, bu
lost out the second time around
63-61. However, the "Tigers los
only one player from last year':
squad while the Spartans kep
only one first stringer.
Tentative Starting Lineups:
San Jose
Forward Ned Fitzgerald 6' 2"
Forward Bob Chapman 6' 3"
Center Arney Lundquist 6' 7"
Guard A1 Simon 5' 11"
Guard Joe McGrath 5' 10"
COP
Larkin Bryant 6' 5"
Maurice Jones 6' 1"
LeRoy Wright 6' 8"
Dave Klurman 5' 10"
Gary Kaufman 5' 11"

FRESHMEN ISSKETMUER
FACE SAN JOSE FROSH AT 6 P.M.

Campus Leaders
Have 'Flipped
For Flaps!
FLAP-POCKET

TAPERS
California slacks by

Dave Klurman, 6

Check your BMOC's . . .
They're wearing the new
flap-pocket TAPERS, trim
styled for casual comfort,
longer wear and neat
looks on and off campus.
Now available In a variety
of fabrics and colors.

26 to 38, 4.95

to 6.95

Junior TAPERS 4 to 18

3.98 to 4.50

at your Favorite Campus Store

Improving with each game, Pa
cific's freshman basketball team
moves into league play tonight
against San Jose State's Frosh
Quintet at 6:00, preceding the
varsity game at the Civic Audi
torium. This season so far the
Tiger Cubs have compiled a 2-7
record but against strong Junior
College and five high school op
ponents.
STARTING FIVE
The leading scorer has been
forward Rollo Parsons who has
been averaging close to 15 points
per game. The Tiger Cubs' cen
ter, John Nicholls, has also been
hitting in the double-figures and
has used his 6-5 frame to good
advantage in rebounding. Guard
David Parr is an important cog
in the offense with his steady
playmaking. Sam Cardinale and

Ken Kjeldsen are the other Frosl
starters.
The Tiger Cubs, coached by A
Magnin, have shown steady im
provement throughout the prac
tice season and are looking fo1
ward to the opening of league
play tonight.
In their seven defeats, th<
Frosh lost a 58-57 heartbreaker t<
San Jose City College, who jus
last week won the Modest Ir
vitational Tournament. The toui
nament is composed of the bes
junior colleges in Calif.
In the San Jose Freshmen, th
Tigers will be meeting a ver:
strong Frosh squad who have a.
ready defeated the tough Stanfor^
and USF Freshmen teams.
Other members of the Tige
Freshmen quintet are Rose Cra
ford, Ken Kjeldsen, Ken Vaugm
Ben Aiken, Dennis Campbell, an
John Beyer.
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'I Could Write A Book'

The Chipmunk Song'

'Whole Lotta' Shakin'
Goin' On"

'Get Me To The Church
6n Time"

'Hang down your head,
Frankie Dewley"

'How Long Has This Been
Going On?"»

'Let's Fall In Love'

"Standing On the Corner'

'I Want To Be Loved'

SPORT GOATS
Reg. 29.50
Reg. 37.50
Reg. 45.00

SLACKS —
Reg. 13.95

THE JAZZ KING
Dixieland and Jazz Music
from 9 -1
'Around the World in
80 Days"

LISTEN TO THIS GREAT MUSIC EVERY
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
NIGHTS WHILE ENJOYING

TASTY PIZZA
AT

Reg. 18.95
Reg. 25.00
Jackets, reg. 8.95
Ivy League Pants, reg. 5.95
Dress Shirts, values to 5.00
Hosiery, reg. 1.50
T-Shirts, reg. 1.35
Boxer Shorts, reg. 1.35
Sport Shirts, reg. 5 00
Neckwear, values to 2.50 ...
Car Coats, reg. 13.95

"KING OF PIZZA"

USE OUR 6 MONTH CHARGE ACCOUNT

1025 SO. WILSON WAY
HO 5-1143

Good Luck On Finals
'°h, Look at Me Now'

Q.<Z06\X)
HOward 4-7316
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JASON
By JOHN FISHER

Phi Kappa Phi
Honor Society
Initiates 11

DEAD WEEK! FINALS!
The Eyes Of Professors Are Upon Us
All The Live Long Day

Christmas vacation has sped past and the new year is upon us.
(Note) This is the biggest thing in the town right now.
Something else is even now speeding up and will soon engulf US;
It needs to be written, so I will write it. As things happen con
The College of the Pacific chap
cerning Jason and his cafe, I will write them down, and if any
ter of Phi Kappa Phi, national " iSTheay appe'/"o come" too fast for one to realize what is hapthing bigger happens, I'll write that down, but only in the way
Tt is like riding down a river in a canoe. Rapids appear
scholastic honor society, held ini
you bufbeSi® is a Serena lake.
Getting pas, the
it would concern this journal about Jason,
tiation ceremonies last Sunday

rSE is like sheer murder, but the rest which comes once they
Near the dirty-flowing river
him. He doesn't seem to mind it afternoon at four o'clock in Mor are passed is heavenly. Only one catch to the river, rapids, and
which runs through the town,
though, he keeps coming in. May ris Chapel in which eleven mem lake—they never seem to end.
and on the side oi the railroad
be it's the new barn the Ivers bers were initiated.
PALM BEFORE THE STORM
tracks, is the cafe changed from
raised just before the war broke
Dead week could be referred to as the calm before the storm.
Presiding over the ceremonies
a street car. The railroad follows
out. They're keeping pigs in the was Richard H. Reynolds, profes Very little seems to happen, in fact, it is too quiet. No social,
the big canyon up to its end at
yard and that's directly across the sor of art and head of the depart athletic, or cultural events are to be scheduled during this week
the Johnson mine; south, it runs
long black road, but it oughn't to ment, and addressing the group beginning January 19th. Pacificites are to buckle down to the
alongside the river through the
of initiates, members, faculty, and books so they will not have to cram in finals week. It is a farce,
flat valley, then joins the others bother him.
A few of the young people have friends was Dr. Vincent Evans, because functions are held and books are often given the usual
to all points out. No one in the
started going there to the cafe lecturer in psychology and art treatment—neglect. Really, though, it is a very noble idea, and
town knows exactly when the
o n S a t u r d a y a f t e r n o o n s w h e n His chosen topic was "Aesthetic it does its work to an extent. Remember the river? We are coming
streetcar arrived in the town, or
to a sharp curve, the rapids are just beyond the next ben .
when Jason came to change it they should be doing chores to Judgement."
help
their
parents
out.
The
new
Five
residents
of
Stockton
are
WHAT
ARE FINALS?
into a cafe. Both are as littered
chairman of the town-hall coun among the group who have met
Finals begin 8:00 o'clock Monday morning. For many it will be
with filth as the area on the ties
cil has said at the meetings that the Phi Kappa requirements a new and frightening experience. The profs will walk into the
between the tracks down at the
everybody should tell their peo which admit "the upper tenth of room wearing what seems a fiendish grin and carrying a handful
junction where the roaring pas
ple that it's an evil place and not each graduating class who have of red pencils. The blue books or papers are passed out. Then the
senger trains go through. Nobody
to go but they just keep going. distinguished themselves by char tests themselves arrive. Groans and moans of agony issue from
eats in the place except the rail
road crews who work on the ore There hasn't been any trouble acter and service, and outstand the unhappy students. Many are the notes and chapters that
train when the steam locomotive yet, so the people don't say much ing graduate students, alumni, should have been studied more. The pale faced scholars attempt
to make some semblance of their thoughts, long enough to jot
comes up twice a week. People about it. What, with the war and and faculty members."
all, they've even stopped voting on
These residents are Ronald them down, and run. Once outside, they compare notes. Smce
don't know for sure, but that
his removal. Everybody has be Isetti, senior history major and none of their answers are the same, they decide that there were
must be the way Jason makes his
gun to think of it as just as nat secondary teacher candidate who several different tests. At least they hope so. These dejected stu
living.
At the town-hall council meet ural as the mine, or the bears in is president of the Newman Club, dents go home to await the glad tidings brought to them by the
,, „
i n g s o n c e a m o n t h i n t h e f i r e the high mountain, or the stag and a member of the Council of iolly mailman.
Then another semester has arrived. Resolutions made after
house, a lot of people speak up nant well outside of the town to Religious Activities.
Jerry Gritz, a senior social sci the last finals "to study a little of everything every day" are soon
against Jason and his cafe, but the north.
ence
and history major, a mem forgotten. A whole long semester lies ahead. There is plenty of
when the secret ballot is taken,
Sally Wilson is in trouble. She ber of the Young Republicans time for books and study—later.
mo
it's' always in favor of letting him
Then later comes -Roni Williams
stay. The town's people guess says it was one of the boys, but Club, and Alpha Kappa Phi
it's because he used to be a bum the people can't decide whether it Fraternity.
Millard Hyland, a senior chem
who came up on the railroad. was Jason or if she's telling the
Once, about ten or so years ago, truth. Sally's always been a right istry major and pre-medical stu
Mrs. Johnson, old man Johnson's girl, and it's a true shame, her dent.
Pi Kappa Delta, national hon-lJames Alexander, a philosophy
grandaughter, tried to get rid parents are good God-fearing peo
orary fraternity for forensics, tend the national convention and
ple,
too.
The
town
will
decide
major,
chief
engineer
of
the
Pa
of Jason. She hired an expensive
held a dinner meeting and initia tournament to be held during the
lawyer from the tall city across right away now, and that will be cific broadcasting station, KCVN,
tion at Risso's restaurant Wed Easter vacation at Bowling Green
the
way
it
is.
Jason
hasn't
been
and
already
a
member
of
four
the high mountain and he went
nesday evening. Invited to attend State University in Ohio.
through all the old laws on health coming into the town as much as national honorary fraternities, Al
the session were several alumni
he
used
to;
the
last
time
any
pha
Epsilon
Rho,
Blue
Key,
Chi
and right-of-way and things like
members of the society. These
that up at the Capitol, but he body saw him was on V-J day. Rho, and Phi Sigma Tau.
included Dean Edward Betz, a
That's
what
people
say
is
his
con
Miss
Rachel
Kenniston,
who
re
wasn't able to do anything. The
former national president of the
state health department came out fession, but what Sally says ceived her master , of arts degree
means
a
lot,
too.
Jason
is
almost
a t P a c i f i c i n 1 9 4 5 , t e a c h e r o f organization, Professor Lawton
but Jason had made ready f o r
Harris, a charter member of the
them. He had the place all gray now, and the cafe is almost mathematics at Stagg High
By ALAN HILL
falling
down.
The
railroad
crew
School, and author of two mathe- COP chapter, and Gordon Zim
cleaned up for the first time since
The past year has brought
merman,
Professor
of
Speech.
people can remember its being men don't even go in it much any matic text books.
Those initiated were Bob Crane, many things before the proletar
Also among the new members
there. Mrs. Johnson died about more, and the young people don't
Rosemarie
Clampitt, and Harold ian world. Our generation has
six years later and there hasn't ever. The weeds are so high and are James Caminata of Linden, a
Miller.
The
ceremonies were con witnessed Sputniks, Explorers,
it's so dirty that it is almost im senior business education major,
been anybody try since.
ducted
by
society
officers pre fallen Vanguards, fallen angels,
and two from Lodi, James Zim
Jason's a big man, from what possible to see the windows.
sided
over
by
Harry
Sharp, Pi and fallen governments. On the
merman Jr., a pharmacy major
people say, with broad shoulders,
Kap
President.
Assisting
with the rise has been the stock market,
It wasn't Jason that troubled and treasurer of the student
a thick neck and heavy arms. His
taxes, students' hopes that finals
arrangements
was
Paul
Winters
black hair is full of lice, they say, S a l l y W i l s o n ; j u s t b e f o r e t h e branch of the American Pharma the group's faculty advisor. Den- shall be easier, and sales of Doc
ceutical
Association,
and
Mrs.
Lu
and his clothes are rotting out on baby came, while she was in the
ise Fedigan, Loris Bringelson, tor Zhivago.
his back. He pays all his bills on clinic, she called the doctor to cille Stipes, 1957 graduate now and Lynn Engdahl were respon
teaching
the
fourth
grade
in
Lodi.
The River Kwai was bridged by
time and in cash, but he has the bring Harold Ritter and he ad
Shirley Ross, of Oakdale, a se sible for planning and conducting Sir Alec Guiness, while students
fat delivery boy put the food and mitted it. The town says it looks
the program.
of the college celebrated the com
things in the back and he carries just like him. Jason hasn't nior art major, and a member of
Pi Kappa Delta is a national ing of spring in many strange
Tau
Kappa
sorority,
Rose
Purstarted
coming
back
into
the
them all in himself. Nobody in
organization with more than 30,the town knows what the cafe town though, but they say they c e l l , a m u s i c e d u c a t i o n m a j o r 000 members; it is open to stu rites at the Oakdale reservoir
from
Napa,
and
Neal
O'Dan,
a
see
him
go
up
to
the
mine
at
looks like inside, because anybody
So, we salute 1958 and turn and
dents of any major and only re
who's respectable doesn't go in. night, walking. The night-watch music and piano major from
face
the on-rush of events
quires that candidates for mem
Outside, the place is littered with man has never seen him up there Sparks, Nevada.
new year brings. We face fin •
bership
be
active
in
the
school's
what ever has fallen there over as yet. He must be up to trouble
forensic program. At Pacific, the Band Frolic, rushing, and abo
the years, and the grass and or just looking at the high moun getting smaller that they make, society has been active since it all spring and all that it ^rl"
but he still carries them in him
weeds have grown tall, almost tain against the wide night.
(water fights, Dad's pom ,
Big trucks with black tires will self. Nobody in the town seems was charted in 1922 as "Califor Administrative Committee, a
over the path because there are
nia
Delta"
the
fourth
chapter
in
only a few railroad crew-men go be coming up the long black road to want Jason to leave; they say
other joys). Our best wishes
to take the ore back to the junc they'll wait until the cafe burns the state.
in twice a week.
this time of trial for all.
.
Six
members
of
Pi
Kap
will
at
tion instead of the steam locomo or falls down, then he'll leave of
Nearly all the boys and able tive. This is just the changing his own accord, the way he came
Basketball Schedule
Stockton
nen are gone now. Some have times, the better taking the place
San Jose State College
•Fri.,
Jan.
16,
1959
of
the
worse.
The
Johnson
vein
has
run
out
Palo A1W
jone to the Pacific and others are
and the Johnson mine has shut Sat., Jan. 24, 1959 Stanford University
San J°se
>ver in Europe. Some people say
San
Jose
State
College
•Fri.,
Jan.
30,
1959
down.
The
town
is
preparing
it
The young men are going away
Vtr. Hitler is going to win, but
Stockton
hey can't be right. Mr. Hitler again. On the radio station at the self to move to all points out. It
Pepperdine College
Stockton
lasn't. got God on his side. The tall city, they say the men will be was a rich and long vein, good *Wed., Feb. 4, 1959
Gonzaga University
Morag3
rapanese might win though, they going to Korea. That is some for the people, good for the flat Thu., Feb. 5, 1959
St. Mary's College
Stockton
ire very religious, even if they where near Japan, but it isn't on valley, good for the high moun *Tue., Feb. 10, 1959
San J°se
the map in the fire house. Nobody tain. The closing down was bad *Fri., Feb. 13, 1959 U.S.F.
iren't Presbyterians.
Santa Clara University
Stockton
The cafe by the river is still has seen Jason except at night for the town, but it will only *Tue„ Feb. 17, 1959
Loyola University
Stockton
rere, it doesn't look much differ- now. He walks up by the mine m o v e , a n d t h e n l i v e o n . T h e •Fri., Feb. 20, 1959
St. Mary's College
Stockton
;nt, but Jason has changed some. and looks at the wide night al young men returned from the war •Tue., Feb. 24, 1959
Santa
Clara University
27,
1959
•Fri.,
Feb.
will
carry
the
town
alive
with
Francis^;
He has gotten a lot cleaner; at most every night, even if it is
San
U.S.F.
east when he comes to the town raining. Nobody knows why the them wherever they go. The older Wed., Mar. 4, 1959
now, once or so a month, he does cafe is still standing, the only ones will stay here under the high
not look too bad. But no one will path is in through the back, off mountain and live as long as the
talk to him, or really even look at the old tracks. The deliveries are town. Jason is forgotten.

Pi Kappa Haifa Holds Initiation

ROAMING
AROUND

Flunk Now! Avoid The June Rush

